SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/Correspondence/2016-2017 /16

Date:9.1.2017

To,
Chief General Manager,
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
Sub :- Acute Shortage of essential stores and grievances of members.

1. Acute shortage of essential store :- Since last three months EPBT Telephone instruments are
not available at Rajasthan Circle. Due to acute shortage of EPBT instruments NTC work is
affecting badly,UG cable Joint closers of No2 and 3 are also running short since long. So
maintenance work is also badly affecting. An essential meter i.e. power meters for maintenance
and installation work of transmission network are also running short since long. Drop wire is also
running short since last one year so due to shortage of these essential stores development and
maintenance work of telephone network is adversely affecting it is requested that these
essential stores for development and maintenance work should be arranged immediately by
diversion from other circle or by procurement through open market or telecom factory so that
outdoor network may not suffer any more.
2. Relieving of Mr. R.K. Jain, TDM JLR on his transfer to Kota :- Own cost request transfer of Shri
R.K. Jain TDM has been considered on persuasion of our Association vide letter No. STA/811/JAG/Ch. XXXI/152 dated30.12.2016, Shri Jain is going to retire on superannuation on
31/03/2017. It has been learnt that Mr Mukesh Kumar posted at JLR in lieu of Mr Jain, is not
interested at JLR. So it is requested that Shri R K Jain should be relieved immediately by giving
the additional charge to any of the DGM working at Kota.
3. Change of Posting Station of Mr. H. R. Bhati looking after as AGM from Barmer to Jodhpur :Mr. H.R. Bhati was working as looking after AGM at Jodhpur since last one year but recently
reviewed looking after arrangement orders Vide STA 8-11/GA/LA/2016-17/86 dt. 26.11.16 he
has been posted at Barmer for looking after as AGM for considering the request transfer of Mr.
M.K. meena regular AGM from Pali to Jodhpur in mid session without completing his stay of
three years at Pali. As per executives transfer policy all the request has to be considered in the
month of April every year computing period of stay up to 31st March.
Mr. Nakta Ram AGM (Admin) Jodhpur has been retired on superannuation on 31st Dec. 2016,
Mr. N.K. Choudhary working as looking after AGM at Jodhpur is willing to go to Barmer at his
own cost so his request has to be considered to post him at Barmer as looking after AGM so
work of Barmer SSA can also run smoothly, so due to this situation two posts of AGM are
running vacant at jodhpur, posting order of Mr H R Bhati should be revised from Barmer to
Jodhpur earliest to enable him to join at Jodhpur. Mr. H.R. Bhati is president of our Jodhpur
Branch.
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Regarding withdrawal of letter no. STA/1-11/Reg./A/2007 dated 23-02-2016 of Personnel
section of Circle Office for registration of intra circle transfer application
With respect to above referred letter and subject it is stated that we have gone through the
above referred letter of personal section of the circle office and it has been observed that
condition spelled out regarding registration/consideration of intra circle request transfer
application of executives are contrary to BSNL’s employee transfer policy, circulated by
corporate office New Delhi. As per section-A 6 (C) request transfer with in recruiting unit
shall normally be considered after completion of 2 years at a particular station but as per
circle office letter dtd.23.02.2016, request transfer will be considered after completion of
four years at a particular station. As per transfer policy request from soft tenure shall be
considered after completion of three years at that station but as per circle office letter
request will be considered after completion of two years at a particular station. This letter
dated 23.02.2016 from circle office created lot of confusion among executives working in
Rajasthan Circle. So it is requested that this letter should be withdrawn immediately and
registration of request should be done as per prevailing practice after completion of one
and half year and request transfer should be considered as per transfer policy of BSNL
corporate office, so that cordial relation between administration and association can be
maintained and harmony may not disturb .
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Releiving of Mr. H.R. Meena for looking after as AGM from Bhilwara to Jhalawar :Jhalawar SSA is running without any AGM since last near about one year. TDM Jhalawar was
pressing hard for posting of any AGM at Jhalawar. I personally search Mr. H.R. Meena at
Bhilwara who can go to Jhalawar as AGM look after and suggested GM (HR) for post him at
Jhalawar as L/A AGM, so this post can be filled up, accordingly Mr. H.R. Meena has been
posted at Jhalawar as L/A AGM. But he has not been relieved till today from Bhilwara. So it
is requested that Mr. H.R. Meena should be relieved from Bhilwara immediately so that he
can join his duty at Jhalawar as Looking After AGM.
I hope your honour will personally look in to these issues and settle them earliest to provide
the relief to our members.
Thanking you in anticipation.
(S.S.Rajput)
Circle Secretary SNEA,
Rajasthan Circle,Jaipur

